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A paranormal action-adventure about sword-wielding guardians of the afterlifeIchigo Kurosaki never

asked for the ability to see ghosts--he was born with the gift. When his family is attacked by a

Hollow--a malevolent lost soul--Ichigo becomes a Soul Reaper, dedicating his life to protecting the

innocent and helping the tortured spirits themselves find peace. Find out why Tite Kubo's Bleach

has become an international manga smash-hit! With Ichigo trapped in Hueco Mundo, the Soul

Society comes under attack by a mysterious group of warriors calling themselves the Vandenreich.

The Soul Reaper captains valiantly stand up to the invaders, but this is a battle they might not be

able to win! Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen audiences.
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Bleach's final apocalyptic arc continues with full on actions as captains meet opponents uniquely

trained and equipped to defeat their greatest weapons: bankai. Some will live and some will die in

this book alone as Soul Society comes under full on attack. It's all out war - and not even the

never-seen bankai from Head Captain Genryuusai may be able to save Soul Society from

destruction by their greatest enemies.The one ray of hope for Soul Society is Kurosaki Ichigo - but

the Vandenreich know the danger Ichigo poses and will do all they can to prevent him arriving in

time to help his friends.This and the next volumes are amazing - all the Bleach action but with final

consequences for all. Definitely don't miss a volume as so much is going to be revealed starting

from this volume, featuring the 500th episode.



Ever since Bankai was introduced in the series I've been waiting to see two characters and finally

one of the Bankai's I've been waiting for was finally shown. T.K. did not disappoint. Unfortunately

this arc is the end of the series and we have been loosing some great characters.R.I.P. To the fallen

I love love love Bleach! This manga is amazing and will thought out. Tite Kubo dose a great job

telling the story and the illustration is out of this world! If you are all about the supper natural or even

if you just like sword fights, then check this manga out!

I have to read atleast 4 pages at a time to savor the artestry and story. Byakuya, Tite really helps

you feel the pain and struggle of each chatacter in the novel and the cover, stunning! Arigato, Tite!

I recently started collecting mangas, and now this volume is one of my favorites thus far. Plenty of

action, and an overall great read if your a Bleach fan.

Tite Kubo is now answering a lot of questions from Bleach, and foreshadowing strong possibilities of

what is to come.

Following the cliff hanger in Bleach 500, the assault on the soul society continues. Byakuya's fight

against As Nodt reaches its climax with As Nodt using Senbonzakura Kageyoshi against him and

Renji. Mortally wounding Byakuya whose Zanpakuto begins to shatter. Elsewhere on the battlefield,

Yamamoto gets his revenge on his former lieutenant's assailant. Afterwards, he reaches the

enemy's leader and engages in a deathmatch, revealing his long awaited Bankai. Unleashing Zanka

no Tachi: Kita: Tenchi Kaijin, has he defeated the Wandenreich or is this just the beginning?

Bleach Rocks im a fan of bleach its my favorite series right now i been supporting the manga i

have19-57 so that should tell u a lot this vol is crazy THE THOUSAND YEAR BLOOD WAR ARC is

amazing this hands down there epic battles between Byakuya aint gotta spoil just check it out 500

chapter in boy going strong
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